8TH BOZNER SYMPOSIUM OF PLASTIC SURGERY
FRIDAY JANUARY 26TH

2.15-2.30 PM  Welcome from the Chair
LUKAS PRANTL (D)
GM Huemer (A)

Welcome from the Host
LORENZ LARCHER (I)

02:30 – 4.45 PM
Session 1 - FACE
Moderators: L. Prantl (D) / P. Kompatscher (A)

- P. Heden (S) The right approach toward a complete face rejuvenation combining surgery and new techniques
- A. Gualdi (I) Mini-Invasive Surgery of the Face: small incision and traction device
- P.C. Parodi (I) Lift and fill: our modifications to extend indications
- C. Botti (I) Treatment of scleral show/ectropion
- G.M. Huemer (A) Rhinoplasty goals - my personal journey
- M.M. Aitzetmüller (D) PDO Threads for Facial Rejuvenation - Finding the Right Needle in the Haystack
- D. Duscher (D) Skin rejuvenation through HIF-alpha upregulation – A new treatment paradigm in anti-aging medicine
- F. Brighetti (I) approccio Multipiano ai trattamenti full face con acido ialuronico: il Bright lift
- K. Horst (A) Facial lipofilling in patients with systemic scleroderma

4.50 – 5.00 PM Coffee Break

5.00 – 5.15
KEYNOTE
P. Heden: How to build up your business

5.15 – 6.15 PM
Session 3 - HAND
MODERATORS: W. Berger / H. Bürger

- Kaur (UK) Reconstruction of the metacarpal using bone graft
- M. Cerny (D) The use of prosthesis in carpometacarpal osteoarthritis of the thumb - an international survey about the surgical treatment
- H. Erne Diagnostic accuracy of X-ray for assessment of trapeziometacarpal joint osteoarthritis and presentation of a new classification system for arthroscopic evaluation
- M. Cerny Lipofilling as a novel treatment option for volume defects of fingertip injuries

6.15 – 7.15 PM
Session 4 – SPECIAL CASES
- Spaggiari (I) An Anusual case of a complete lower lip reconstruction due to human bite
- T. Kempny T bone flap
- H. Bürger Vascularized bone grafts; free Fibula; free iliac and medial and lateral femur flap: comparison of 4 bone grafts.
- G. Udrescu Microsurgical reconstruction of male hair-bearing facial units

**SATURDAY JANUARY 27TH**

08:30 – 10.45 AM

**Session 5 – RECONSTRUCTIVE & MICRO Surgery**

**BREAST Reconstruction**

**MODERATORS: F. Santanelli di Pompeo / G. Wechselberger**

- K. Seidenstücker (D) An algorithm for the surgical treatment of Lymphedema
- F. Santanelli di Pompeo (I) Optimization of DIEP flap transfer in breast reconstruction
- M. Hagouan (D) IDEAL (Immediate delayed breast reconstruction) – patient oriented treatment pathway for the best treatment
- P.C. Parodi (I) The contralateral Mastoplasty in prosthetic breast reconstruction with implants: the choice of the technique is important?
- K. Seidenstrücker (D) Supermicrosurgery in breast reconstruction
- H. Bürger (A) MFC – my way to succeed in complex bone and chimaeric reconstruction
- T. Scholz (D) Current Breast Implant Surface Technologies
- P. Montemurro (S) Rotation of anatomical implants: between myth and reality

10.45 – 11.00 Coffee Break

**PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**

**MODERATORS: M. Ninovic / F. Bassetto**

- M. Ninkovic (D) Pre-expanded Free Flaps
- F. Bassetto (I) Body Contouring – limits and possibilities
- V. Brebant (D) Autologous gluteal augmentation during lower body lift - Perfusion control of a dermal fat pad via intraoperative application of indocyanine green (ICG) and near-infrared Fluorescence Imaging
- L. Prantl (D) Lipofilling – new developments to improve the engraftment
- L. Larcher (I) Hybrid one step complex reconstruction in burn, reconstructive and pediatric cases combined with Acellular Dermal Substitutes (ADS) applying the TRC (“Tissue regeneration concept”)
- L. Spazzapan (I) The use of a new biodegradable scaffold of pure human collagen in the chronic wounds: our experience
- K. Seidenstrücker (D) Best results for upper extremity lymphoedema with combinations of techniques
- R. Wenny (A) Lipo-bodycontouring in the outpatient setting - safety first!
- K. Schweiger (A) Lateral femoral cutaneous nerve of the thigh (LFCN-) surgical decompression for Meralgia paresthetica. A single Center outcome analysis. Experimental or State of the Art?
- P. Cristofolini (I) The evolving role of regional flaps in head and neck reconstruction
13:45 – 14:45 PM Lunch

14:45 – 15:45 AM

**Session 6 - LIQUID SESSION**

*Moderators: K.R. Taghetchian / M. Fuchs*

- K.R. Taghetchian (D) Ethics in aesthetics – the wish fulfilment doc instead of healer
- P. Snozzi (CH) Complications with fillers – treatment algorithm
- M. Fuchs (D) Liquid face lift compared to the surgical approach in the face: why, where, when
- K.R. Taghetchian (D) Lip treatment with filler – many ways go to Rome

15.45 – 17.15 PM

**Session 5 – BREAST: AESTHETICS**

*Moderators: GM Huemer / C. Botti*

- P. Heden (S) Breast Augmentation – new trends
- C. Botti (I) Double Bubble and bottoming out – surgical approaches
- M. Fuchs (D) Breast augmentation! A safe pathway to the best possible result – How I do it!
- A. Innocenti (I) Tuberous breast, a real challenge: a new classification system and personal approach
- L. Prantl (D) Imaging for quantitative assessment of capsular contracture and implant rupture
- M. Holdenreid (D) My personal approach to breast augmentation with polyurethane covered breast implants

17.15 – 18.30

**ROUND TABLE**

Past, present and (back to the) future of implants texturing. An evidence based review of latest industry trends and innovations.

*Moderators: L. Prantl / L. Larcher*


**N.B. In considerazione dell’elevato numero di Relatori, i curricula sono disponibili presso gli uffici del Provider.**

**N.B In caso di assenza imprevista e improvvisa di un Relatore, quest’ultimo sarà sostituito dal Responsabile Scientifico.**